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Smart separation of family entertaining
and quiet zones.

The Wave
lot width 10m

Kardinya

4

With elevated lots in familiar
surrounds, Kardinya Rise gives
you the rare opportunity to build
new in an old neighbourhood.
Start fresh and stay local to
everything you love – family,
friends, and all the convenience
of city life including the refreshed
$100 million Kardinya Park Town
Centre.
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downstairs allowing a
retreat from the master
suite and other minor
bedrooms located
upstairs. Upstairs also
features a sitting space
for relaxation away from
the hustle and bustle
downstairs.

LINEN

A skillion roof and striking
elevation greets the street
and presents the home
beautifully. Living areas
located downstairs with a
kitchen looking out towards
the alfresco is welcoming and
an entertainers dream. An
office (or make it a fourth
bed) is also
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BETTER. FASTER. MORE AFFORDABLE
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Turn-key features including
air-conditioning, internal wall
painting, window treatments,
floor tiling and carpet
throughout from builders
nominated range.
Feature elevation included as
shown.
Lengthy open planned living
area opens onto a large
alfresco.
Private master suite includes
walk-in robe and ensuite with
double basins to the vanity.
Premium 900mm Italian Artusi
Kitchen Appliances including
Rangehood.
Essastone benchtops to
kitchen as standard.
Great flow for indoor to
outdoor entertaining.
Secure double garage parking.

2-storey living is within your reach
with New Level Homes.

With New Level Homes you can build a
quality 2-storey home at an affordable
price. We have more than 60+ designs to
choose from under $300k with an industry
leading specification and long list of
inclusions.
Our stunning elevations are included as
standard in the price, in fact, everything
you see when you visit our display homes
is what you get. Plus, you are free to make
changes to our standard designs to suit
your personalised style.

The Art House

By thinking smarter and taking advantage
of the very best new technologies, we can
deliver your home at a fraction of the cost
and timeframe of traditional methods.
Speak with our New Homes Consultants
about securing your dream home in
Kardinya today.

The Beach House

Jeremy Eagleton
jeremy.eagleton@rbwa.com.au
0422 302 133
9202 9200

The Style House

Telephone 9202 9300
65 Walters Drive, Osborne Park
info@newlevel.com.au

0821_NEW10185

newlevel.com.au

Turn-key items are from builders nominated range and some turn-key items may differ as shown. BC13053. House and land sold separately. The builder is not the owner of the land, and has permission from Kardinya
Rise to advertise the land for the price specified.. The images displayed are for illustrative purposes only and may include some features, fixtures and landscaping not supplied as part of this package. To obtain details
of the design specifications, package inclusions, or alternate designs to suit this lot please contact the builder. Design and specification are subject to compliance with Council approval and developer’s covenants.

